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Order and compactness 
in large environments.
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MXTOP 303





MXTOP. The line 
of trolleys which 

grants high order 
and safety standards 

to the operators in the 
professional cleaning 

sector.

It is a line designed and realized for the Operators 
requiring a multifunctional trolley well structured so 

that all the necessary tools are always at hand.

Each model is ergonomic, handy and functional, most 
suitable for the professional use, specifically in large 

environments.

A compact and functional 
design so that everything 

is always at hand.

The structure has been designed to optimize its overall 
dimensions. The great compactness grants simple 

handling and practicality and the linear design gives 
a professional image both to the trolley and 

to the Operator.

The robustness of the materials, the central and side 
doors made of polycarbonate grant stability when the 

trolley is fully loaded.



Everything in order thanks to unique details.

The innovative solutions together with the ergonomic design optimize 
and simplify the daily work.

BAG HOLDER

Roll holder

Divider for duo bag holder

4 natural rubber handle holders

CENTRAL AND SIDE DOORS

Door lock with key (optional)

Doors on both sides

Hooks for accessories integrated in the doors

180° doors opening

Lid with or without documents holder



BASKET FOR BUCKETS

3 polypropylene handle holders

1 hook
THE ONLY 

TROLLEY THAT 
CAN MANAGE 

3 BUCKETS
It can accommodate 2 buckets with capacity 4 lt

It can house a dispenser for impregnated cloths in roll



BASE

Arch structure

High resistance polypropylene

Alveolar reinforcements

Single-piece molded

Threaded brass bushes to fix the wheels

WRINGER SUPPORT

Glass fiber reinforced Polypropylene

Alveolar structure

Chemical products resistant

Great robustness on solid foundations.

High quality materials characterize the arch structure base, solid and stable thanks 
to the reinforcements and to the use of various details.
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Discover the whole MXTOP range.

A modular and customizable solution to meet every need.

MXTOP 203 MXTOP 204 MXTOP 300

MXTOP 301 MXTOP 303 MXTOP 304

MXTOP 400 MXTOP 402 MXTOP 500

MXTOP 503 MXTOP 504
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